
Summary
 A major transformation in how we fly is being imagineered 

by Embraer to achieve net zero by 2050. 

Embraer, has pledged to solve this enormous industry 

challenge and their goal was to share their vision with the 

global aviation community. 

 In late November 2021, they unveiled four concept 

regional aircraft powered by new propulsion technologies 

and renewable energies.

Gravity Global was tasked with launching this exciting 

programme – and how it was presented to a worldwide 

audience needed to be as bold and innovative as the 

concept aircraft.

As well as creating the ‘Energia’ name and an eye-catching 

aircraft livery, the Gravity team developed a full campaign 

including content and social, culminating in a spectacular 

webcast event, broadcast live from studios in Sao Paulo 

and London! 

Each of the Energia aircraft were shown as 3D holograms 

for impact. 

This campaign deserves to win, as it achieved its objective 

of positioning Embraer as a leader in aviation sustainability 

and by using the latest digital techniques captured the 

imagination of the aviation industry without having to 

show physical aircraft. The programme successfully 

achieved market engagement for the Energia programme, 

improving  positive sentiment for Embraer and leadership 

in sustainability from 28.71% to 70.88%
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Moving around cities and urban centers will be fairly different  
in the future – greener, quieter, quicker and more efficient. 
See how Eve has reimagined urban air mobility at the  
‘Fly the Future’ Experience in the Embraer Pavilion. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSetrkUDLaI&t=1s

Links to view
Live Event: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_a6KcCyDzM

Invite:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUmlwkQR2Pg

Main Event: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_a6KcCyDzM&t=6s

Highlight Video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QcPyZ4MaYvg&t=141s

Sustainability: 

https://embraercommercialaviationsustainability.com/

To achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050, we’re exploring a 
wide range of bold but viable aircraft concepts and designs, like the 
Energia family. See these incredible concepts at the ‘Fly the Future’ 
Experience in the Embraer Pavilion. We look forward to your visit.
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Embraer, a Brazilian company, is a world leader in the design 
and manufacturing of aircraft in the 70-130 seat segment 
(known as regional jets), competing against the giants of the 
industry Boeing and Airbus and other regional challengers 

About the Client Company

Objectives of the Campaign
• Bring to the attention of the aviation industry,
investors, influencers, and the media that Embraer leads
the way in innovative product design, new technologies and
sustainability.

• Create a memorable hybrid launch event attracting a
global audience online.

• Create a new name and livery that reflects the utilization
of the aircraft and the brave and bold attitude of Embraer.

• Amplify how Embraer’s concept aircraft will solve future
challenges for airlines and ensure their operations are truly
sustainable.

• Increase global reach and brand awareness by
maximizing media opportunities.

• Outperform Positive Brand Sentiment with competing
manufacturers.

• Drive prospects to visit Embraer’s Sustainability Hub on
their website.



Strategy
With Covid still present, Embraer wanted to create an exciting hybrid 
event demonstrating their vision for the sustainable aircraft of the 
future. It had to be engaging enough to attract a large online 
audience, that included customers, investors, influencers and  
the media. 



• Live public YouTube event

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_a6KcCyDzM

Hologram display at the event

Private Live press event with Q&A session

Highlight video following event

Reuters.com media

Social posts – paid and organic – LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram and YouTube

Press and Customer email save the date and reminders, including 
an invite video

Media, channels and 
techniques used



Target Audience

• Energia Launch Event – 8th Nov 2021
• Social and online campaign supporting the Event,
October – Dec 21

• Airline customers and prospects
• Investors and influencers
• The media and industry journalists

Although there is plenty of excitement and interest 
regarding new and sustainable aircraft concepts 
within the industry, there is also a lot of scepticism 
whether manufacturers can actually achieve  
their ambitions. 

Timescales



Results

• On LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter the event link had over 200,000 clicks

• The Event video on YouTube now has 218,551 views

• In 2022 Embraer’s YouTube channel surpassed 100,000 subscribers

• At the end of 2021 Sustainability SOV 17.96%, up from 3.6% in 2020

• Sustainability net sentiment grew from 28.71% to 70.88%



Our Energia concept aircraft are bold and viable solutions to the 
sustainability challenge. The delivery of the Event, the new name, 
the new livery and the associated marketing program had to match 
this boldness – Gravity executed it brilliantly! Credit must go to the 
whole team.’  Maria Regina Cyrino Correa

Global Head of Promotion Strategy
“ ”



Invite



Main Event



Press Advertising

Ultra efficient high-aspect ratio wings, new engines and lightweight  
materials help to deliver a double-digit reduction in fuel consumption  

and the lowest level of CO2 emissions. Inside the cabin and outside,  
it’s the quietest aircraft in its class, delivering a 65% reduction in noise  

levels around airports and the biggest margin to ICAO noise limits.  
The E2 Profit Hunter is a force with nature, not against it.

E2sustainability.com 
#ConnectToOurWorld

E2. A FORCE WITH NATURE 
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Net zero carbon emissions by 2050. Making regional 
aviation cleaner and quieter. Our sustainability roadmap 
and product development plan have been constructed to  
help us achieve these goals. Our new generation E2 is  
the most fuel efficient single-aisle aircraft in the market  
today with a potential reduction of CO2 emissions up  
to 30%. In 2025 we are planning the first flight of our 
hydrogen-powered electric demonstrator.

Between 2027 and 2030 expect to see our next generation 
turboprop and E2 flying 100% SAF compatible. By the 

mid-2030s we are planning to introduce the sustainable  
Energia family of aircraft, powered by revolutionary  
propulsion architectures. 2045 will likely see the flight  
of our first hydrogen-powered turboprop and finally,  
in 2050, a hydrogen-powered E2 or similar sized aircraft  
will take to the skies.

Undoubtedly these are bold and ambitious steps, but with 
over 50 years of market knowledge and expertise behind  
us, we are confident that we will deliver what we set out  
to do, transforming the way we all fly.
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 E2 PROFIT HUNTER. 
A FORCE WITH NATURE

Ultra efficient high-aspect ratio wings, new engines and  
lightweight materials help to deliver a double-digit reduction in  

fuel consumption and the lowest level of CO2 emissions.  
Inside the cabin and outside, it’s the quietest aircraft in its  

class, delivering a 65% reduction in noise levels around  
airports and the biggest margin to ICAO noise limits.  

The E2 Profit Hunter is a force with nature, not against it.

E2sustainability.com 
#ConnectToOurWorld



To achieve net zero carbon emissions by 2050, we’re exploring a 
wide range of bold but viable aircraft concepts and designs, like the 
Energia family. See these incredible concepts at the ‘Fly the Future’ 
Experience in the Embraer Pavilion. We look forward to your visit.
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Moving around cities and urban centers will be fairly different  
in the future – greener, quieter, quicker and more efficient. 
See how Eve has reimagined urban air mobility at the  
‘Fly the Future’ Experience in the Embraer Pavilion. 
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